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Exercise 1Let P be a onvex n-gon and µ be a measure on all the �

n

3

� possible triangles formed by itsverties. Give an algorithm whih �nds a triangulation T minimizingmax{µ(∆) | ∆ is a triangle of T }the weight of the \heaviest" triangle of T in time O(n3).
Exercise 2Consider the n� n grid. Look at the paths from the lower left orner (0, 0) to the upper rightorner (n,n) passing on the grid edges and using exatly 2n of them (i.e. the shortest paths).(a) How many are there all suh paths?(b) How many are there suh paths, whih pass above the diagonal at least one, i.e. usesome point with oordinates (i, i+1) (Hint: Find a bijetion between suh lower-diagonalpaths on the n� n grid and all paths on the (n − 1)� (n + 1) grid [those you an easilyount the same way as in (a)℄; for this you an look at the �rst edge, whih goes above thediagonal and after that, swith the diretion of the following edges sending the upwardedges to the right and right edges upward).() Conlude that the number of all the paths in n� n grid, whih stay below the diagonalis 1
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Exercise 3How many are there strings onsisting of n left brakets \(" and n right brakets \)", forminga mathematially orret expression (i.e. it is not allowed to lose more brakets, than wereopened to that moment)?
Exercise 4(a) Using the Euler formula derive that every planar graph on n verties has at most 3n − 6edges.(b) Prove that every planar graph has a vertex of degree at most 5.


